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About This Game

Slab is an arcade game inspired by Breakout and Arkanoid in which the main task is destroy slabs and bricks. The player
controls a horizontally moving paddle to ricochet the ball against the slabs and destroy them.

At the beginning the player has 3 hearts in the top left corner, he can increase number of hearts by "Add Life" power up. When
the player misses the ball or catch "Instant Death" power up he lose one life.

In the game we have a lot of custom bricks with a several stages of breaking up for example "Rainbow Bricks", "Pink Bricks",
"Standard Bricks". And bricks which you cannot destroy without Plasma Gun "Grey Bricks".

The game has 50 different levels with high difficulty (as in good old games).

The player can use a lot of power ups to speed up the ball, pierces block or expand and shrink the paddle. In the game we have
three size of ball, dozen of types slabs, bricks.

Slab has very precision paddle! If you like classic childhood games, check it out!

There are 15 power ups in the game:

Bad Luck
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Luck

Bigger Ball

Smaller Ball

Instant Death

Shrink Paddle

Expand Paddle

Add Life

Catch Ball

Plasma Gun

Split Ball for ten

Split ball for four

Decrease speed

Increase speed

Fireball

Features

2h of gameplay

30 levels

leaderboards

15 power ups

colorful and fresh graphics

very precision paddle

a lot of achievements

Problem with the game

If you have a problem with the game, please let me know in Discussions.

Social

Developer Website
Facebook
Twitter
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Second Draw a Stickman is a huge improvement in all ways.

+ relaxing game
+ graphics
+ sound
+ music
+ story
+ controls
. A very nice little game, with plenty of optical illusions (with brilliant artworks!) and a bunch of levels and difficulty tiers. It's
not short, and quite challenging!
When I review games on Steam I seldom make -comparations- with other Flash\/free\/Kongregate games, but I still think that
one can not say (as other reviewers do) just like "this is a copy of that game". If this game is beautiful and it's not, of course, an
illegal plagiarism, I rate this one and if you want to go on Kongregate (where I'm at an insane level and have been playing there
since 10 years btw XD) and play the other one you're free to do it, but I don't think that this could be a reason to downgrade the
Steam game.
Even because as I was saying there are of course many optical illusions\/puzzles\/find-the-path games, but this one is unique and
doesn't plagiarize anything.
If you can get this one maybe on discount it's relaxing and worth the price :). This is an excellent grid style turn based strategy
game.
I wouldn't call it an RPG, because none of your troops level up or anything like that. This game plays very similar to Advance
Wars on the GBA, where you capture locations to earn money, which is used to purchase units. All the different units have
different strengths and weaknesses against other units, and the game offers an excellent tutorial explaining each one.
This game has a very unique visual style that reminds me of a robotic fantasy world. I've never seen anything like it. The
artwork is crisp and colorful, and the game has a very HD look to it. It supports a variety of display resolutions and audio
settings. The music and sound effects are very average, and the game has typos in the english language. I also found the game to
pause briefly a lot regardless of visual settings before unit attacks, but for the most part this was pretty minor.
I should mention that the unique menu system in this game can be moved around if you click the mouse and hold the image and
pull it to the left and down. You will find visual options and the exit game button with this method of menu interaction. It's
rather unusual and not very obvious.
This unique menu system allows you to play a campaign mission while searching for a game room to join online and hosting one
at the same time. You can then easily switch between the game windows and monitor many in progress games or online game
searches. I think it's really useful.
If you like such games as Shining Force, Galaxy Admirals, or Advance Wars, you won't be dissappointed here. This is a solid
turn based strategy game and deserves much more notice than it seems to get.
I picked this game up while it was on sale for $1.09 CDN and I found that to be a great deal. Even the current full price of $5.49
CDN is decent for what you get here.
Recommended!. I totally recommend this game. Lovely atmosphere.. Instead of going on adventures, have you ever wonder
what it'd be like being the guy who sends the heroes out and then keeps all of the money? If so Epic Manager is the game for
you!

Borrowing from sports management games, the purpose of Epic Manager is to have your Agency become the number one
ranked Agency in the business - measured through how famous it becomes. Each year your goal is to amass as much fame from
quest completions as you can to beat everyone else in the league.
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You achieve this by recruiting and sending adventurers out into the wild to perform quests to help line your pockets with gold,
and level themselves up with experience. Adventurers are skilled 1 to 5 stars (called epicness) which allows them to gain 5 levels
in a single class for each star in their rating (a 3 star adventurer can get 3 different classes in the end). Crafting the perfect
adventurer is tricky, with positive and negative traits but ultimately the better you do at hiring and firing, the easier you'll find it
to acrue fame.

Every 13 weeks the lowest 2 teams in the league are eliminated, making it a cutthroat business in the world of mercenaries; do
you have what it takes to raise your guild from a wooden shack up to an international global army? Play Epic Manager to find
out!. Bought on sale, looks OK, but dead.. So I bought this game to mock with friends, I'd read the reviews, I'd seen how bad it
seemed to be, but I was unprepared for the true depths of how shoddy this is. As soon as you boot it up, it blasts obnoxious, low
quality techno music at you, while you're faced with low quality Deviantart OCs. I probably should have heeded this warning,
uninstalled it and gotten a refund, but I sadly only reached that point 72 minutes later. The art is not only bad, it's inconsistent,
with characters constantly being off model, to the point where parts of their clothes would change color in between sentences in
ways that can't be explained by shading, the characters are mostly unlikable, and the Abaddon Conglomerate has the most
supervillain-esque name of any fictional company I've seen. I felt ashamed owning this game, and I added♥♥♥♥♥♥like
Imouto Paradise to my Steam. Don't buy this game, and if you bought it, aim for a refund. If you can't get a refund, get it
removed from your account. Gender Bender DNA Twister Extreme is an abomination of game design, and you should stay as
far away as possible.. this is horrible i want my money back. A great purchase!
I got this on sale for roughly $8 USD and I cannot say it wasn't worth it, this is a great budget C172 for VFR flying, this can also
do some IFR flying but is best for VFR. Highly Recommended.

Pros & Cons

Pros:
Great virtual cockpit.
Great VC textures.
Great exterior model.
Fully moving parts.
Good exterior textures.
Good selection of liveries.
Model with gear fairings, and without.
Very fun to fly.
Good flight dynamics.

Cons:
No autopilot.

Overall I give this a 9.5\/10. Great purchase. Like I said, this is highly recommended.. modern day masterpiece
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Seems fun; good potential; still in early stage. Long loading screens and no one to play with. Hoping for someone to join.. This
game is Fantastic! yes there are occasional bugs (it is an Early Access) it's seriously playable in it's current state and very under
priced. I play alf hour every night as an alternative work out and I sweat buckets playing it! Using the track pad instead of the
teleport to move is a game changer.

If you want to use your Vive for keep fit then look no further.

Looking forward to further updates, but even in it's current state this is my Number one VR Game and I have 66 of the top rated
VR Games. The Devs are very friendly and will answer your questions and comments.

10/10. Simple. Clever. Addictive.
Haven't played too long so far, but I really enjoyed every second of it.
A rare combination of intense mental exercise, simplicity and fun.. I'm only two hours in but I am thoroughly enjoying this
game. Other reviews mention that the game play becomes really repetitive, but but if that bothers you don't play a Diablo clone.
The graphics aren't fantastic but the lore usage makes up for it, in my opinion. I wouldn't say it's a $50 game, though, so buy it
while on sale like I did.. Pretty addictive game with quite a bit of depth and attention to detail. Dev seems pretty active and i
look forward to seeing what else gets added to the game. Definately worth the buy.. Get it while it dirt cheap is what I'm saying.
Or not.
Either way, you'll have a great time especially if you're a fan of the high seas

Working on development again:
Thank you everyone for your patience and I'm sorry I've left you hanging for so long. Wizard Slime is actively being worked on
again. Please check out the following discussion topic to stay up to date.

https://steamcommunity.com/app/925370/discussions/0/1741101364285649113/. Wizard Slime will launch with
achievements and more levels:
As the launch date comes closer, develop continues. More levels are ready and battle-tested. You can see a couple of new
screenshots on the store page featuring them. No promises on this, but I am now working on Steam achievements!

EDIT: Achievements are now enabled.. Killing Floor 2 Wizard Slime Development Update:
Working on Wizard Slime again has been great and I've made a lot of polishes. Check them out on my gameplay video below.

Updates

No more instant deaths! After getting hit, player becomes invincible for 1 second
Better level lighting
Ending cutscene
A lot of new sounds
Main menu revamp, includes the latest news
Bug fixes
Minor improvemens

Roadmap

Four new levels and a final boss level
New enemy and boss
Two unlockable game modes, custom arena and family defense (enemy waves)
Interface polishing
. Update for the holidays coming soon:
An update should be released within a few days with:

- 6 more main levels
- The third boss
- Unlockable boss remixes
- 10 casual levels
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- Fixes for the boss levels achievements

Right now, the game has 12 main levels. You can unlock 1 achievement for beating each level and 1 achievement for doing it
without getting hit.. Update - Level select sceen, new levels, new enemy, temporary cutscene:
Level 13 and a superportal level have been released, along with a slightly better level select screen.

On level 13th, you'll have your first face-off with your most formidable enemy so far: a human. The following levels will keep
this theme.

The next update will include keybinding and resolution options. For now, you can still hit alt+enter to play in a borderless
maximized window.

This update also fixes the two boss-level broken achievements, and it kills the "Perfect level" achievements, because I don't
think they're worth the time sink players have to invest to get them.
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